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Calibration Run 
I ran a calibration on the 420 Titna River Fire 13-17 August 2009.  I used perimeters from 19 July and 6 

August (18 days).  Calibration needs only one run but FSPro does a minimum of 32 which yields 

probability isolines in the output.  Therefore, I sought to make the 60% probability line (roughly equal 

chances of burning or not burning) correspond to the actual fire perimeter. 

 Landscape masks for fires 200-2008 were applied according to Rick Stratton’s advice (posted on 

myfirecommunity.net “WFDSS development for Alaska” forum under “Helpful documents”.  I also 

applied the landscape edits that Hutton recommended. 

 I ran 31 calibrations over 4 days attempting to get the fire size and shape close to the 6 Aug 

perimeter.  I changed only one input at a time, and looked at the results in ArcGIS.  These were the initial 

inputs that I manipulated: 

 

Lowered 1-, 10-, and 100-hour fuel moistures to 3,4,6% 

Use gust winds instead of sustained or both. 

Increased the spotting efficiency up to 2% 

Increased the burn period to 700 minutes 

 

None of the changes individually caused the calibration to come close to the actual perimeter.  I ran a 

“maximum” run with all changes together and still could not get the fire size right.   

 I began to alter the fuel models, selecting humid climate models over dry climate models 

reasoning that fire spread would continue at higher fuel moistures.  The results here were mixed.  I 

converted all TU3 and TU4 to GR9 and still could not get the fire to match the perimeter. After stewing 

on that I reverted back to Hutton’s recommended landscape edits and took a different approach.  The only 

adjustments left for me were to lower the ERC bins so that milder indices produced more active fire 

behavior.  I initially lowered the bins by 10, e.g., the 97
th
 percentile bin was 62-76.  I lowered this to 52-

76 and did likewise for each bin.  This produced fire behavior that for the first time over-predicted the 6 

Aug perimeter.   

 I looked further at the ERC stream in FireFamily Plus.  I downloaded the .fwx file from FSPro 

and imported it into FireFamily.  I ran a probability curve (WeatherClimatologyCheck “Stats Graph” 

for ERC) and found that the 97
th
 percentile bin was inaccessible to FSPRo because the bottom of the bin 

was 62 and the highest ERC in the stream was 58.   

 Given the problems calibrating this fire I looked more intensively at the ERC stream in 

FireFamily Plus and found a de-coupling between ERC and BUI which seems to better track fire 

behavior.  See the companion document “Fire Indices for FSPro in Alaska: A comparison of ERC and 

BUI on the 420 Titna River Fire” for details on that analysis.  In short FSPro was operating at about the 

71
st
 percentile using ERC instead of the 95

th
 percentile if it had been using BUI. 

 At this point I concluded that the size of the fire was about right but the shape was not.  The 

analyst could step back and adjust the winds on individual, high fire spread days; Spread to the northeast 

and southwest may have been driven by high southwest and northeast winds, respectively.  However, 

http://www.myfirecommunity.net/discussionimages/NPost8936Attach2.pdf
http://www.myfirecommunity.net/NeighborhoodPosts.aspx?ID=517&Topic=2192&Category=1
http://www.myfirecommunity.net/discussionimages/NPost8959Attach1.docx


adjusting the winds on individual days may give the desired fire shape but do nothing to calibrate the run 

as a predictive tool into the future.   

Tip 
Test different attribute changes against a baseline.  Create the baseline run with reasonable default 

settings.  Then copy this baseline run several times changing individual factors:  ERC bins, winds, 

spotting, fuel models, etc.  Run them all concurrently.  You do not need to wait for one to finish before 

running the next.  As they finish, overlay the results in ArcGIS.  The overlay will show you which 

attributes are most effective. 



 Figure 1.  Isolation of input factors.  Depicted are the 60% probability areas from FSPro associated with 

seven calibration runs.  Red perimeter is the target 6 August perimeter.  Gray areas are landscape masks 

for 2000 and 2005 fires.  Light blue is the baseline FSPro output with reasonable default values.  I 



lowered the fine dead fuel moisture to 3,4,6% for 1, 10, and 100 hour fuels (-FDFM% red).  This served 

to decrease fire spread for some reason.  I increased spotting up to 2% (Chartreuse).  I used gust winds 

only (Light purple).  I used all these changes together (Light orange, Max).  I changed fuel models TU3 

and TU4 to GR9 and still could not get the fire behavior I wanted.  The only tool left was to adjust the 

ERC bins down 2 units (Blue).  Thinking I was on to something I decreased them by 10 units. 



 
Figure 2.  Depicted are the 60% probability areas from FSPro associated with each calibration run.  Red 

perimeter is the target 6 August perimeter.  Gray areas are landscape masks for 2000 and 2005 fires.  

Light blue is the baseline with reasonable default values.  Decreasing the ERC bins by 10 units actually 



improved on the size of the fire (Pink).  For reference I also ran a reduction in the ERC bins by 8 units 

(blue).   

 

Conclusions 
I could not get the fire behavior I needed by standard manipulations.  Adjustment of the ERC bins was 

necessary.   


